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Abstract

For selling spectrum licenses economists have designed
new auction types proceeding over several rounds and of-
fering several licenses simultaneously. Communication be-
tween bidders usually is forbidden to prevent collusions
(i.e., through separate compartments and supervision). We
investigate these auctions from the cryptographic point of
view and identify that the usual implementation by a suc-
cession of (traditional) sealed-bid auctions where the auc-
tioneer announces at least winner and winning bid of each
round offers a covert channel to the bidders. The announce-
ment should be limited to the minimum a bidder needs to
know for taking part in the next round. We suggest that the
bids made are kept private and she only gets to know which
items she currently wins. Only at the end, overall winners
and winning bids are revealed. We present a protocol based
on a special sealed-bid auction that implements this idea.

1. Introduction

Auctions are methods to determine the price people are
willing to pay for rare items without common valuation.
Every participant (seller, auctioneer and bidder) has a val-
uation of the item offered. Economists distinguish differ-
ent models of valuation [8]. In the private-value model ev-
ery participants’ valuation is only known to her. The more
she finds out about others’ valuations, the more her own
might change. A well-investigated auction type based on
this model is the sealed-bid auction. Every bidder only has
one chance to bid. Without knowing the other bidders’ val-
uation she submits her bid secretly to the auctioneer who
opens all bids simultaneously and determines winner and
winning bid. Cryptographic potocols realizing sealed-bid
auctions are described in Section 2.1.

New auction types were designed and tested for selling
spectrum licenses (especially by the Federal Communica-

tions Commission (FCC)) because they are multiple inter-
dependent items without common valuation. The auctions
proceed over multiple rounds and sell multiple items simul-
taneously. In every round every bidder has to increase or
hold the bid she has made for an item in the previous round.
After each round winner and winning bid of every item are
announced. The auction terminates when no bid was raised.
Often there are several restrictions on (e.g., in the German
UMTS auction every winner had to win at least 2 licenses).

The execution of multiple rounds gives a bidder the
chance to win items desired as the FCC argues [6]. By the
way this increases the seller’s (in the U.S. the FCC’s) profit.

If items have interdependencies they should be sold si-
multaneously. E.g., a license for an area may be worthless
without the license for an adjoining area. If they were sold
sequentially a bidder’s chance to obtain a subset with the
required interdependence is worse than in a simultaneous
auction where she can change the desired subset [6].

Cryptographers have not investigated these auctions
types in detail so far although some protocols for sealed-bid
auctions can be used as building blocks as a note in [13] al-
ready suggests. Multiple rounds only have been a solution
to collisions of winning bids in sealed-bid auctions [12]:
The ’winners’ take part in one or several additional sealed-
bid auction(s) on their bid increments. But auctions with
multiple rounds and items cannot always be implemented
by a succession of sealed-bid auctions because this leads to
auctions not necessarily sealed-bid during the whole dura-
tion but only during one round. Since this may lower the
bids auctions based on the private-value model try to pre-
vent any communication between bidders by organizational
measures (e.g. separate compartments, supervision). Even
though these measures reach their goal there are still other
possibilities for communication between the bidders. Ev-
ery information they get during the auction enables covert
channels between colluders or competitors. Experience has
shown that bidders use these channel and vary their strat-
egy due to changes in others’ behavior during the auction.



In the FCC spectrum auctions in the U.S. bidders used the
last few digits to encode their company names or numbers
of desired markets [3] (bid signaling).

Some strategies against covert communication have been
used in the FCC spectrum auctions [3], but they do not al-
ways limit the information given in a round to the mini-
mum. The only information a bidder needs to participate in
the next round is if she currently wins an item. In the later
rounds she can increase her bid as much as necessary. This
strategy might be inefficient it does not lower the winning
bids. Only at the end, winner and winning bids are revealed.

We investigate the requirements on and the properties of
auctions with multiple rounds and items in Section 2.2 and
show the differences to sealed-bid auctions. Finally, in Sec-
tion 3 we suggest an implementation limiting the informa-
tion given to a bidder to the above minimum.

2. Cryptographic Auction Design

We describe sealed-bid auctions and auctions with mul-
tiple rounds and items, their necessary requirements and ad-
ditional properties. In both an auctioneer

�
and � bidders�����������	�
���

participate.

2.1. Sealed-Bid Auction

1. Announcing phase:
�

announces the offered item,
the auction rule and the possible additional properties.

2. Submission phase: ������ ������� : ��� turns in her bid� �
secretly to the auctioneer.

3. Determination phase:
�

determines winner and win-
ning bid according to the auction rule and announces
his outcome.

An exchange phase has to be added to guarantee a fair
exchange of money and item. A solution can be found in
[17]. We will not dispose on the exchange in the following.

Auction Rule: The auction rule specifies winner and win-
ning bid determination and the length of the submission
phase. The winner usually is the bidder who turned in the
highest bid, while the winning price is the � -th-highest bid
( ����� ��� ) in the so-called sealed-bid � -price auction.

Necessary Requirements:

! Accountability: Every bidder is responsible for her
bids. Especially the auctioneer must be able to prove
that a certain bid has been turned in by the bidder.

! Correctness: Winner and winning bid are determined
correctly among the bids that have the corrrect form
and were handed in during the bidding phase. If the

auctioneer is not totally trusted either his task should
be split among several auction servers or every partici-
pant must be able to verify the auctioneer’s evaluation.

! No Communication: Direct communication between
the bidders is forbidden to prevent collusions.

Additional Properties:

( � ) Anonymity: Bidders might use either their real names
or pseudonyms.

! Possible bids: The number of possible bids influences
the probability of collisions of the winning bid. These
collisions have to be solved in an additional phase of
tie-breaking where the winners take part in an addi-
tional sealed-bid auction on their bid increments [12].

( " ) Privacy: The bids are private during the submission
phase, but in the determination phase at least one is re-
vealed. In the case of future auctions with similar items
this might influence bidders’ bids and the reserve price
an auctioneer might set. To prevent the auctioneer
from learning all bids the determination of winner and
winning bid might be performed on encrypted inputs
or inputs are shared between several auction servers.

The first cryptographic realization of a sealed-bid first-
price auction was presented in [4]. Correctness and privacy
are guaranteed by distributing the auction service on #%$&�
servers of which �('�)+*

�,.- may be adversaries. With verifi-
able secret and signature sharing the bids are shared among
the servers. Bids and winner are revealed to everyone in the
determination phase. A similar implementation of a sealed-
bid second-price auction is introduced in [1] where winner
and winning bid are computed among # auction servers.
Therefore every bidder provides each auction server with
a share of a secret sharing polynomial encoding her bid.

Another protocol [10] uses general public key cryptog-
raphy and focuses on the time-dependent application of the
auction rule. Unfortunately full trust in three auction servers
is needed to guarantee privacy of the bids.

The protocol in [5] uses a primitive solving the million-
aire’s problem [16] to implement a sealed-bid first-price
auction with two semi-trusted auction servers which only
outputs the winner. But one server learns a partial order of
the bids, and interaction between the bidders is needed.

The only primitive the protocol in [9] uses are hash
chains guaranteeing the bidder’s accountability. In the de-
termination phase only bids greater than or equal to the win-
ning bid are revealed. But the number of possible bids is
very small as in the protocol presented in [7] where the cal-
culation of the � -price sealed-bid auction is split among a
number of auction servers greater than the number of possi-
ble bids. The bids are encoded in degrees of random poly-
nomials to compute winning bid and winners.



Another protocol [13] shares the computation of an ar-
bitrary auction function between two auction servers. One
only constructs the encrypted circuit of the function while
the other one uses the garbled values of the bid’s bits to
evaluate the circuit. This server learns the garbled values by
participating in a proxy oblivious transfer protocol.

[11] introduces the primitive Mix-and-Match which is a
new approach to general multi-party computation avoiding
the use of verifiable secret sharing for distributing the inputs
among the participants. This can be applied to auctions.

In [2] only one auction server is involved to calculate
the auction function on the encrypted bids’ bits for every
bidder. Only the correspondent bidder learns if she is the
winner. The winner has to prove herself by opening her
encrypted bids. If she isn’t willing to do so all other bidders
are able to prove they are not by opening their bids.

2.2. Auction with multiple rounds and items

1. Announcing phase:
�

announces the offered item,
the auction rule and the possible additional properties.

2. Bidding phase � $�� :
(a) Submission � : ������ � �+��� : � � turns in her bid� ���

for every item secretly to the auctioneer.

(b) Determination � : Following the auction rule
�

determines if the auction should proceed to bid-
ding phase ��� � and announces his outcome.

3. Closing phase: The auctioneer determines winners
and winning bids of every item according to the auc-
tion rule and announces his outcome.

Auction Rule: As in sealed-bid auctions the auction rule
determines how winners and winning bids are determined.
Additionally the auction rule determines for every round
which items a bidder is allowed to bid for (e.g., only for the
items she has bid in the preceding round). Further the auc-
tion rule indicates how the end of the auction is determined
depending on the bidders’ behavior during the auction (e.g.,
as long as there are bidders whose bids are greater than a
certain bound the auction proceeds to the next round).

Necessary Requirements: Accountability, correctness and
no possibility for communication have to be guaranteed as
in sealed-bid auctions.

Additional Properties: The following properties have to
be upgraded in comparison to Section 2.1:

( � ) Anonymity: If bidders use pseudonyms they might
want to change them depending on round and item to
prevent linkability of their bids. But depending on the
auction rule his bids for one or several item(s) have to

be traceable (e.g., ’Every winner must win at least two
items’). The use of pseudonyms certainly should not
offer an additional covert channel to colluding bidders.

( " ) Privacy: Everything a bidder gets to know after a
round might influence her bids in subsequent rounds.

( � ) Repudiation of bids: Published repudiation of bids
offers an additional covert channel [3]. The repudia-
tion of a previous bid can be realized by either allow-
ing lower bids, or by adding a repudiation phase as
additional phase 2(c) in the protocol.

( � ) Possible bids: If repudiation is not allowed a bid-
der’s bids should rise or stagnate with each round. The
smaller the number of possible bids the smaller is the
covert channel to everyone who gets to know a bid.

Most sealed-bid auctions presented in 2.1 can be used as
building blocks for auctions with multiple items and rounds.
But the properties of the first influence the properties of the
latter. Our goal is to limit the information given during the
auction. We assume that no direct communication is needed
to guarantee the necessary requirements and that organiza-
tional measures prevent direct communication completely.
The above properties are chosen in a way that the informa-
tion given is reduced to the minimum. Properties already
examined and implemented by the FCC [3] are:

( �+� ) Possible bids: The number of possible increments on
bids in every round is limited, especially there is only
one. In this special case every bidder only has to decide
if she is still interested or not (bid or not bid).

( � � ) Repudiation of bids: The repudiation of a previous
bid is only allowed a limited number of times by the or-
ganizational measure of a repudiation phase 2(c). Es-
pecially after a repudiation the bidder has to pay a fine
and is not allowed to bid on the same item again.

So far the following property does not seem to be consid-
ered in the FCC spectrum auctions:

( " � ) Privacy: Until the end of the auction neither auction-
eer nor bidders learns anything except a bidders learns
which items he currently wins. After the auction has
terminated winners and the winning bids are revealed.

It can be achieved by the following implementation of the
bidding phase (2.):

(b1) Determination: Only the current winners are able to
determine this fact out of

�
’s broadcasted outcome,

none learns anything else.

This implementation might prolong the auction duration
but does not influence the auction’s reasons for proceeding



over multiple rounds and selling the items simultaneously
because every bidder gets the information she needs to pro-
ceed: ’Shall I make a higher bid or not?’.

Because auctions are often offered by one entity (e.g. a
company or government) it makes no sense to distribute the
auction service on several auction servers if they are all un-
der its control. In Section 3 we present a protocol imple-
menting an auction with multiple rounds and items with the
bidding phase (b1) based on the primitive from [2] which
involves only one auction server. As mentioned in Section
2.1 this protocol enables every bidder to determine whether
she is the winner without revealing any additional informa-
tion. This is exactly the form of implementation needed for
phase (b1) of auctions with multiple rounds and items.

Additionally in the FCC auctions it has been observed
that the property anonymity might influence the auction as
well. Bidders might be cautious to overbid influential com-
panies [3]. Our protocol can be combined with anonymity
measures but needs traceability throughout different rounds.
For brevity we forbid the possibility of repudiation of bids.
The number of possible bids is arbitrary.

3. Implementation

We assume a synchronous network model and authen-
tic channels between

���
( ��� ��� � ) and

�
to guarantee

accountability. Let
� ��� � be a public parameter indicat-

ing the set of possible bids � � �����
	 �	� . We use Paillier
encryption [14] � with cipher space � and message space������

( � ��� security parameter). We assume a reliable
public key infrastructure is provided. Because in spectrum
auctions bidders are companies this assumption is realistic.

3.1. Sealed-Bid First-Price Auction [2]:

1. Announcing phase:
�

announces the auction with the
offered item, the length of the submission phase, the
set of possible bids and the auction rule (The auction
is first-price and the winner has to prove herself but

� �
learns nothing except whether she is the winner.).

2. Submission phase:
���

( � � � ��� ) sends to
� � en-

cryptions (with the other bidders’ public keys) of each
bit of her bid

� �
together with a zero-knowledge proof

that she encrypted a bit in � � � ��� and a proof of equal-
ity of the bits under the � different encryptions.

3. Determination phase:
�

performs a secure function
evaluation on the handed in encryptions and broadcasts
his result consisting of � parts. The � -th part ( � �
� �&� ) represents a predicate

� ������� �"! � ���������	� � �$#
which can only be evaluated by

���
to determine if the

is the winner.
�

is able to determine the winner by
asking everyone to open her encrypted bits.

Efficiency: Obviously the protocol is quite inefficient [2]
but still much more efficient than generic techniques [15].

Security: Incorrect encryptions of bidders are prevented by
the proofs of correct encryption. The Paillier encryption’s
self-randomization property prevents bidders from linking
inputs and resulting encryptions.�

is semi-trusted. The bidders trust him that he cor-
rectly verifies the bidders’ proofs and correctly evaluates
the auction function. The opposite of the latter case could
be proved by any bidder revealing herself. Privacy of bids
against a honest but curious server is ensured by the Paillier
encryption’s semantic security.

No further active attacks on the protocol are considered
in [2]. If the auctioneer colludes with any bidder beneath
cheating with the proofs they can trace bids in the circuit
and at least find out a partial order of the bids.

3.2. Auction with multiple rounds and items

We use the techniques of the above sealed-bid auction to
construct a protocol implementing an auction with multiple
rounds. The predicates needed are straightforward exten-
sions of the building blocks in [2]. Especially the gates are
calculated in the same way. Due to the lack of space we
omit the detailed formulas that have to be fulfilled.

1. Announcing phase:
�

announces the auction with
the offered items, the length of the submission phases,
the set of possible bids (depending on item/round), the
privacy property ( " � ) and the auction rule (first-price
auction, winners have to reveal themselves at the end,
every bidder has to bid for each item in every round,
the auction ends if no bids are increased). We assume
the auction rule contains no further restrictions (e.g.,
reserve prices).

2. Bidding phase � $ � :
(a) Submission � : For every item the submission

phase of the sealed-bid auction is executed.

(b) Determination � : For every offered item
�

ver-
ifies the bidders’ proofs and performs and an-
nounces for every bidder three secure function
evaluation on the received encryptions:

i. Every bidder can check for every item if� �
’s bid

� ���
in round � is greater than or

equal to her bid
� �&% �
*
�('

in the previous round
(expressed by the predicate

� ���
� � �&% �
*
�('

).
ii. Every bidder can check if she is the cur-

rent winner of an item by using the auction
function from [2] with the slightly modified
predicate

� � $ ��� � �*) �+) �-, �/.0 �1! � �2# to guar-
antees that no collisions between bids occur
at the end of the auction.



iii. Every bidder can check if the auction should
proceed to round � � � . The auctions ends
if no bidder increased her bids in this round
(predicate

! � ��� � � �&% �
*
�(' # �*)��&) �

).

3. Closing phase: The winners of the items are the win-
ners of round � 	 � . They indicate the end to the auc-
tioneer (iii) and are able to prove themselves (ii).

Security: The protocol cannot be more secure than its
building block. Bidders trying to hand in encryptions of
false bids are identified by other bidders (i) or the auction-
eer. The result of the three predicates do not help to get any
partial information about the bids in this round.

If only winners can indicate the end of the auction some
additional rules have to be added to deal with the case of
a dishonest ones. A certain number of bidders should be
allowed to indicate the end of the auction as well.

Bidders might try to exchange messages by misbehav-
ing (e.g. bidding less than in previous rounds). Measures
against this could be to exclude them from further bidding
and/or to permute the predicates.�

is semi-trusted. He has to verify the proofs and per-
forms the three secure function evaluations correctly. The
opposite case could be proved by a bidder revealing herself.

A collusion of any bidder and the auctioneer can trace
her bids and decrypt the bits encrypted with her public key
and at least find out a partial order.

Efficiency: Because the additional secure function evalua-
tions’ complexity is negligible in comparison to the overall
complexity of the used sealed-bid auction, the complexity
of our protocol is about � � ��� ���1���1� �
	�� #���1� its complexity.

Changing the Properties:

( � ) Anonymity: Our implementation can be combined
with additional anonymity measures. But pseudonyms
have to be linkable throughout the rounds.

( � ) Repudiation of bids: The proof in phase 2.(b)i. can
be extended to allow lower bids than in the previous
round. Or in round � it can be executed between

� �
’s

bids
� �

and
� �
*�� to allow the withdrawal of bid

� �
*
�
.

Changing the Auction Rule: Restrictions on bidding and
winning can be implemented by secure function evaluation.

4. Conclusion

We analyzed the requirements on auctions with multi-
ple rounds and items and the possible properties they might
have. Especially we presented a new protocol based on the
techniques in [2] that reduces the covert channel between
bidders to the minimum. Unfortunately its efficiency makes

it only suitable for small sets of bidders and a quite long du-
ration of the auction but in the case of spectrum auctions this
usually is fulfilled. In future work we will extend our work
to more general sealed-bid auctions as building blocks.
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